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The Koala: Making UCSD More Colored 
Since 2010

There are two basic groups of people reading this right now: Our 
fans, and angry hurt students.  Both are basically shitting their 
pants and this monumental moment in Koala history: We are 
printing in color.  How furious/amazed are you?  Yeah, the lesson to 
draw from all of this has been the lesson you should have learned 
whenever you deal with the Koala, when you go to a school that is 
gripped by institutional apathy, fucking with the groups of students 
that actually do shit on a constant basis will always result in you 
getting jizzed all over.

I will first address the idiots. Your aspirations were admirable.  You 
wanted to make UCSD a nice, safe, sterile place for you to get your 
useless degree in whatever the fuck you’re getting, devoid of the 
hurtful spectre of the Koala.  The reality is, most students at UCSD 
like the Koala and it’s pretty much because not everyone cares 
about your stupid “social justice” causes enough to stop smoking 
weed, jerking off, and laughing about stupid shit.  In the process, 
you gave us insane publicity, a soapbox to be total dicks and the 
resources to make our newspaper look (if only slightly) less like it 
was designed and printed by a bunch of mouth-breathing retards.  
Seriously, what the fuck were you thinking?  Every day that passes, 
the Koala loses a little more respect for its enemies and it’s not for 
lack of you morons trying, it’s for lack of any sort of understanding 
of how the University you keep screaming is yours actually works.  
If you had just left it alone, we would’ve just been that stupid 
black and white tabloid that only morons read.  Now everyone looks 
to us for a much-needed release.  No seriously, we’re giving out 
handies for anyone who has been “hurt” by the campus climate, 
upon approval by the Provost.

Now for our fans.  The last few weeks have been fucking awesome.  
Not only have you come out in droves to tell us how much you love 
our paper, but you made it crystal fucking clear that UCSD would be 
a far, far worse place without the Koala.  We decided to do some 
fan-service in this issue and flex our newfound color printing to give 
you a full centerfold of hangable art.  Display that shit with pride, 
we’ve definitely tripped fucking balls staring at that after a healthy 
hit of mescaline or DMT or whatever else we happen to be able to 
get our hands on.  Speaking of drugs, we’re trying to bring back an 
old feature we used to do, but we need your help...

Have you ever realized the hardest part of starting a grow 
operation, aside from equipment, is the fucking electricity costs?  
Man, wouldn’t it be awesome if the rent you paid covered your 
electricity, that electricity was unmonitored, and if your room had 
a nice, big closet to house said grow operation?  Enter Grow UCSD.  
Why? Because the electricity is free and you fuckers love to get 
high.  Send us photos of your dorm-room grow operations and we’ll 
print them anonymously.

Smoke a bowl, and enjoy the issue.  This bong-rips for you, loyal 
readers.

All the best,
Kris Gregorian
Editor-in-Queef
The MOTHERFUCKING Koala

p.s. Did you guys catch our april fools joke?  The fake issue had to 
be just unfunny enough for it to be believable.  Obviously, we’re 
not going away any time soon.  

It truly is gratifying to be an AS senator. Every day, I go to sleep with the distinct satisfaction of having done everything I can as a representative 
of the student body to make sure that no one feels either alienated or hurt.   Which is why I was especially eager to begin work today when 
we were visited at our office by a genuine person with a mental handicap. While he proceeded to smash his head against our helium tank after 
announcing that it was “lunch time”,  his aide made an impassioned plea for us to move to ban the word “retard” from campus.  I consider
myself a fairly progressive senator, but when I saw this I went into a total retard rage, fueled by years of sexual abuse by my brother.  Something 
must’ve gotten knocked loose, because all I could think about was the time my brother rammed his cock into my 
mouth as he screamed, at the top of his fucking lungs,  “This publication may have been funded in part or in whole by 
funds allocated by the ASUCSD. However, the views expressed in this publication are solely those of The Koala, its 
principal members and the authors of the content of this publication. While the publisher of this publication is a 
registered student organization at UC San Diego, the content, opinions, statements and views expressed in this 
or any other publication published and/or distributed by The Koala are not endorsed by and do not represent 
the views, opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the University of 
California and the Regents or their officers, employees, or agents. The publisher of this publication bears 
and assumes the full responsibility and liability for the content of this publication.” but I wasn’t sure until 
now what the fuck he was talking about.  Leave it to the AS disclaimer coupled with an idiot being 
offended on behalf of a retard to make me relive my molestation.
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The Koala has never stopped meeting Fridays at 4:20pm, in the Media 
Lounge (above Soft Reserves).

Caption this retarded photo.  
This actually ran in the Union-
Tribune.  Truth is stranger than 

fiction.

Send them in to 
editor@thekoala.org. 

Please refrain from sending us 
pictures of your pustule ridden 

genitals.



Top 5 Reasons You’re Reading 
This List Even Though You 
Hate The Koala
1. To furiously rip it up to express your hatred 
for mother nature on Library Walk.
2. Because you paid for it; get your money’s 
worth!
3. You need something to talk to Kris 
Gregorian about after he fucks you, so he 
won’t leave immediately.
4. You’re in the Guardian and you need some 
material for your next issue.
5. Didn’t realize this was The Koala ‘till this 
line.

Top 5 Reasons Why BSU Vice 
Chair Fnann Keflezighi Would 
Be Good in Bed
1. She’s used to feeling real pain.
2. You can try spelling her name when going 
down on her.
3. Eritreans are so hungry, she’ll swallow 
gallons of your population paste.
4. The Vice Chairs always have something to 
prove.
5. Has fat ass lips. I don’t mean on her mouth, 
that’d be RACIST.

Top 5 Porno’s Starring Utsav 
Gupta
1. Gupta up the Poopta
2. The Benesch Fetesch 
3. Virgin’s Vengeance 
4. The Trouser Snake Charmer
5. Thucking Off The Thpeech Therapitht

Top 5 Reasons Kris Gregorian 
is a Wizard
1. Hated by Christians.
2. Not high enough charisma to be a sorcerer.
3. Starting to grow hefty beard.
4. By giving the BSU an excuse to dogpile 
the admin, he did more for UCSD’s black 
community in 10 seconds than Daniel 
Widener did in 10 years.
5. His poncho is covered in enough human 
detritus to have gained sentience.

Top 5 Excuses For Fucking 
That Fat Chick
1. Fat? 250 is slender at UCSD.
2. Fucked, nope! I made sweet love to her 4th 
belly roll.
3. She was passed out in a food coma from 
the Hari Krishna cart and you couldn’t think 
of anything better to do.
4. Lost a quarter in her ass.  Still looking.
5. You were raped.  Don’t lie, you know you’ve 
been fatty raped too.

Bottom 5 Ways UCSD Students 
Combatted Racism Over 
Spring Break
1. Instead of disrespectfully licking, you used a 
wet sponge to moisten that Obama stamp.
2. Watched Roots almost all the way through.
3. Bought their Irish friends a drink on a day 
that wasn’t St. Patrick’s.
4. Encouraged their Asian friends to get 
lobotomized and transfer to UC Merced to 
balance things out a ‘lil.
5. Suggested this shitty list to the Koala.

Top 5 Reasons to Vote for 
Utsav Gupta
1. Consistency. If you yell hard enough, you 
to can get the guy to do anything for you. 
Anything.
2. Versatility. What other candidate is so skilled 
they can champion free speech and censor a 
minority voice in the same breath?
3. Aggression. Who better to petition for D1 
sports than a lisping, Indian politician?
4. Geniality. Intimidated by powerful men, 
ladies? Worry no more. Our president is so 
dedicated to his job, he’s never had sex!
5. Safety. Look, you don’t want anyone in 
power smarter than you are, do you?

Top 5 Reasons You are 
Secretly Glad Chelsea King is 
Dead
1. No more facebook groups!
2. You realized people only cared because she 
was white.
3. She was asking for it. All women should be 
covered by a burka when outside to prevent 
arousing the sexual urges of nearby males.
4. We can finally get back to the real news. You 
know, the stuff about America being strapped 
over a barrel, raped in the anus repeatedly, and 
then brutally murdered and discarded in the 
bushes.
5. Less competition for King Gupta.

Top 5 Reasons Foodworx 
is Better Than the UCSD 
Administration
1. It has “works” right there in the name!
2. Foodworx doesn’t screw up what you 
want…most of the time.
3. Doesn’t refund uppity students’ meal points.
4. Doesn’t try to hug you after giving you 
vicious diarrhea for 4 days.
5. Only shakes uncontrollably during 
earthquakes.

Top 5 Reasons You’ve Never 
Met Your Dad
1. You were destined to be a Pi Phi.
2. He’s got a 99 different problems and a bitch 
ain’t one.
3. He thought that growing up a fatherless 
piece of shit would toughen you up but look 
at you, your still crying like a little bitch.
4. He owned a Harley long before you were 
born.  A man’s gotta be free.
5. Not because he’s black. That’s just a 
coincidence.

Top 5 Ways UCSD Students 
Spent Spring Break
1. Studying.  Midterms are in 4 weeks! 
2. Walking around with their head down and 
iPod on... in another city.
3. Created a new list of demands to maintain 
diversity at UCS…oh wait, everyone forgot 
about it over break? Okay, nevermind.
4. Went to a community college party. I mean 
a baby shower.
5. Unlearnering.

Top 10 Sorority Proverbs
1. Drinking before dinner, date rape’s the 
winner!
2. Nothing tastes as good as skinny feels.
3. A friend in need is a friend indeed, unless 
she’s a Pi Phi then she’s a whore.
4. Go spend the night, unless he’s in Pike.
5. Sleeping with DSP makes it hurt when you 
go pee.
6. Honesty is the second best policy... saying 
you were blackout drunk is still the best.
7.  A watched pot never loves you.
8.  COM is the bomb.
9.  Pi Phi: Opening doors by opening legs.
10. Righty Tighty, Lefty Loosey (said will 
standing between 2 sorority friends)

Top 5 Pornos Featuring 
Retards
1. Threesome of Chromosome 21
2. High Functioning Hotties 5
3. Lick Your Ear For Me
4. Munch, Munch, Breathe, starring the 
mongoloid mouthbreather all-stars.
5. Debbie Does Down Syndrome Dave.

WARNING! User Submitted Top 5 
List:

Top 5 Reasons I Didn’t Read 
the Guardian’s April Fools 
Edition

1. I was reading past issues of The 
Motherfuckin Koala
2. I am one of the overwhelming majority of 
students at UCSD that doesn’t give a fuck 
about anything that the Guardian says
3. The staff of the Guardian is about as funny 
as the MQ
4. I can’t read through my shit stains after 
wiping my ass with their paper
5. Reading the Guardian won’t get the editor 
to fuck me
(Ed note: come to a meeting and we’ll 
describe it to you in graphic detail)

Top Five Lists

Think You Can Do Better?

Come to a Koala meeting 
Fridays at 4:20 in the Media 

Lounge above AS Soft 
Reserves in the Old Student 

Center.



Stoners and You: A Guide To Surviving 4/20 If 
You Don’t Really Smoke Weed

4/20 is a magical time.  If you’re a freshman or you’ve never really experienced 4/20, it’s going 
to be something like when people blow pot smoke in a dog’s ears.  You won’t really know what’s 
going on, but you’ll wish you could lick your own testicles until you’re blue in the face.  Realistically, 
you’re going to encounter a few different types of stoners in your escapades and knowing what kind 
of stoners you’re hanging out with will make a huge difference in how they’ll perceive you.  Let’s be 
honest, they’re just hanging out with you for your meal points.

Hipsters: You’ll likely find these people at the Loft.  If you think about it, the Loft is really just a 
giant money-laundering scheme for these girl-pant wearing pansies so they can book the 30 bands 
you haven’t heard of yet.  They’ll swear they were “so much better before everyone else got into 
them.”  These guys are your Bill Clinton stoners.  They get high because it’s what good democrats 
do in college.  They don’t really know the difference between sativa and saliva, but they’re all from 
the bay so their shit is usually bomb.  They like sharing because they pretend they’re socialists, but 
their politics doesn’t extend much beyond “GIMME DATS STUDENT FEE REFERENDUM.”

The BSU: If you’re lucky, you’ll catch them using some real medicine to mask their real pain.  You 
can bet dollars to donuts there will be blunts like it was a Little Weezy song, but they’ll never admit 
to smoking weed in public because it reaffirms negative stereotypes about African Americans, like 
“they know how to relax and have a good time.”  Don’t marginalize us, whitey!    

Burning Man/Hippy Stoners: If the ganja 
goo balls, special brownies, hash spliffs, keef 
bowls, and never-ending bong rips don’t drive 
you batshit insane, the stupid nicknames they 
have for themselves coupled with the incessant 
hoola-hooping/fire-staffing/crystal ball juggling 
definitely will.  If you’re going to get high with these 
sorts of stoners, be sure to bring a dish like maybe 
some free-range lima beans or some shit.  The 
kinda chubby white girl with the pendulous 
national geographic tits will fuck you if 
you pretend you think “kombucha” isn’t 
just rotten tea.  If you can follow up 
your wheatgrass enema with an anal pot smoke shotgun, this is known as a “brown out.”  Just be 
careful not to encourage any drum circles.  See Also: The Artist.

The Rookies: This will be a lot like High School.  It’ll be you and a bunch of asian kids who 
picked up off the sketchy mexican cook at OVT they work with.  Word to the wise: You’re smoking 
oregano brah.  Don’t bother trying to find the carb, it’s more elusive than the clitoris as far as 
you’re concerned.

The Cute Jewish Stoner Chick: Be sure of one thing, she’s going to smoke you under the 
table.  You know that adderall you have left over from finals? Pop it beforehand.  If you manage to 
stay awake longer than the douchebags that usually hang around her, she’ll definitely blow you.  I 
mean, she’s Jewish.  Just watch out for the 70’s furburger between her legs, everyone in AEPi has 
been there.

The Chisel-a-Hit Stoner:  This guy will chisel away your stash one toke at a time.  What the 
fuck was he doing in your shower when you were smoking a bowl while taking a shit?  Doesn’t 
matter, he just wants one hit man, he’ll get you back next time.  Swear to Jah.

The Bong Collector: This guy knows more about glassware than a fucking 1600’s Venetian 
artisan.  He doesn’t know why the 30 percolators on his bong are better, just that he has them.  
And in Rasta colors.  He connects his Illadelph 4 footer to his Roor 6 footer for maximum tokage.  
He’s got ash catchers for his ash catchers just so he wont have to clean his bong with that $400 
an ounce bong cleaner made of virgin tears, Goji berry essence, and the breast milk from a pregnant 

Sudanese woman.    

The Stoner Chef:  Give this stoner 
saltines, some milk duds, funnions, and 
dry ramen and he’ll recreate the Denny’s 

menu in under 30 minutes. Moons Over 
My Hammy was originally 2 cookies covered in 

cheese shoved inside of a hotpocket and covered in 
peanut butter with popcorn stuck all over it.      

The Artist: Don’t smoke with this guy.  
No, seriously.  You will get high, and 
you will be forced to endure hours of his 

renditions of all of the Sublime songs you thought you could never get enough of.  “Oh man, I 
almost remembered the lyrics to that one part! And the chords! Fuck, I’ll just start over.”

The inevitable always follows a 
Based on a recipe that we happened 
upon while researching what all those 
2008 fags were up to, we recommend 
that you keep the following items on 
hand for the upcoming high holiday:

1 (32 oz.) package frozen potato 
rounds
1 (16 oz.) container sour cream
1 cup shredded Cheddar cheese
1 (10-3/4 oz.) can condensed cream of 
mushroom soup
1 (6 oz.) can French-fried onions

After the latest and greatest in Ryan 
Sheckler wannabes has smoked half 
of your of your weed and commenced 
rage-fucking your woman, fire your 
oven up to 350 degrees and grease up 
a 9x13 baking pan so that you can eat 
your feelings.  To accomplish the pan 
greasing process, take a cold stick of 
butter and draw over all the insides 
of the pan like a down syndrome 
patient with a jumbo crayon.  Then 
you take a paper towel and fold it 
over once each direction like the time 
you were riding the crimson tide and 
couldn't locate a Cotex.  Wipe down 
the inside of the pan you just got done 
greasing up.   Once the pan is evenly 
coated with butter, drop about two 
tablespoons of flour in there.  This is 
slightly more than the amount of blow 
that you would take out to the bar, 
but way less than the amount that you 
pick up when your dad lets you take 
the Range Rover.  Rotate the pan until 
the inside has a light dusting of flour 
and you can throw out whatever is 
left over.  Don't snort it, you fiend.

Despite what the indicator light 
may suggest, your oven isn't going 
to be fully heated for about forty-
five minutes. This is an ample amount 
of time to freebase some DMT.  Make 
sure you're polite to your dead 
grandmother while she dances with 
the Bob Marley poster that's over 
your bed, you two-bit freshman junkie-
larva.  When your dick stops doing the 
solja boy dance, assemble your grub.  
Put the tater tots into the pan from 
earlier.  

In a “legit” bowl, mix up the rest 
of the shit, except for the onions..  
This process should not be hard to 
comprehend.  Take your mixture, that 
should look something like baby 
puke about now, and dump it over the 
tater tots in the pan.  Sprinkle the 
onions over the whole production, 
in a way that looks decent.  Ask you 
girlfriend's gay best friend for help if 
you have trouble.

Toss it in the oven for furty-five 
minutes or an hour.  Now's a good time 
to smoke a shit ton of ganj.  But make 
sure you set a timer because I don't 
want to be subpoenaed because one of 
you degenerates burned down half 
the Village.  If you prefer slaying mad 
pussy to licking a Koala's taint, you 
might want to serve it with a nice 
salsa or some hot sauce. 

 Bon Apetit, douche bags.

Toker’s Treats 
with Chef Timbo



An Official 
Address 

From A.S. 
President (and 

Presidential 
Hopeful!)...
Utsav Gupta

Al Sharpton declared the recent passage of healthcare reform equal 
to the Civil Rights victory of the 60’s. I, Utsav Gupta, am the only 
champion of Civil Rights on this campus.  I’m the only AS president 
who has EVER gotten a hair up his ass and tried to shut down the 
Koala!  No, seriously!  

My goal for my next term as AS dictator will be to solve UCSD’s 
healthcare crisis. Our current system, S.H.I.P., requires students to buy 
in.  I always like to joke that it’s like you have to pay to get on the SHIP.  
Get it?  But I want to cover EVERYONE so that even the Guardian will 
like me!  With the help of Peter Benesch (your VP of shady accounting) 
and my uncle (CNN Medical correspondent Dr. Sanjay Gupta), I have 
come up with a plan that will cover all UCSD students, not just the 
ones that make demands respectfully and with dignity!  It will be called 
the Student Health Insurance for Talented Students.  S.H.I.T.S. took 
me a long time to push out, but it’s quite firm, rock solid even.  I want 
to make sure even minority groups, who need representation, will be 
covered in my S.H.I.T.S.

How S.H.I.T.S. Works
Basically, each student is proportioned coverage relative to their current 
GPA.  This insures that only academic-related illnesses are covered, 
like Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, depression, suicidal thoughts, more 
depression, and irritable bowel syndrome (damn you Bombay Coast!).  
This mechanism provides healthy encouragement that students need 
to work themselves until they bleed from their ears — but fret not, my 
S.H.I.T.S. will be there to soak up the pain. 

It may look like African-American and Chicano/a students are already 
covered in S.H.I.T.S., but that appearance is only skin deep.  Not all of 
these minority students are in the “easy” majors typically associated with 
them. The the Chief Diversity Officer has informed us that they could 
certainly use more S.H.I.T.S., even if it means matching funds from the 
administration. The Office of the Chancellor has expressed concern that 
she will not be able to personally cover all African American/Chican@ 
with S.H.I.T.S, but she has assured me she will give it one last push 
before she retires.

STI screening and 
treatment
Thankfully, now that everyone hates The Koala and has stopped sleeping 
with them, cases of chlamydia are down 95%.  For those of you who are 
still, by some miracle, having enjoyable, promiscuous sex, S.H.I.T.S. is there 
for you!  Unfortunately, much in the same way that you only get 2 beers 
at Bear Garden, your number of sexual partners will be closely monitored 
and regulated.  This number will also be based on GPA, just like everything 
else at UCSD.  Suddenly your 3.93 roommate gets to hook up with 3.93 
bitches! How can we provide 93% of a person? One word — gingers.  For 
those of you who still manage to contract a love bug undoubtedly from 
some sultry SDSU whore, we have coverage for you!  The LGBTQIAA, has 
graciously offered to load their supple mouths with penicillin and operate 
an AS approved glory-hole in the Visual Arts men’s bathroom (sorry ladies, 
you’re shit out of luck).  

Pre-Existing
Conditions

Again, the only pre-existing condition we recognize is a 
GPA below 3.0... and of course if your ACS account 

has been recorded as visiting “TheKoala.org”.  In 
light of recent traumatic events, BSU students will 

now be allowed to suckle at my warm, moist, 
proverbial teat in an effort to ease their pain.  I 

emotionally lactate in solidarity 
with them.  Also, speech 
impediments will be 
re-designated from “pre-
existing condition” to 
“mandatory turn-on.”  That 
is all.

I don’t know if 
you’re into this, 
but I can cover 

that pussy in my 
S.H.I.T.S too.
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No Actual Retards Were Offended In the 
PRODUCTION Of This Retardicle

One day last week, I was brushing up on my knowledge about retards.  Someone has to, and it’s obviously not going to be them.  
I navigate over to the Wiki page on Down Syndrome.  I wanted some info about the characteristic facial features associated with 
Down Syndrome and I figured Wiki would probably have a nice picture that illustrated some of the more typical constructions.

Little did I know what I was in for.  The page loads and then an image burns into my mind.  If you’re near an internet, you can 
check it yourself.  Is it some hideously deformed grinning throwback to a lemur?  Well, yes, but it’s a lousy face shot.  It’s about 
a nine-year-old kid, with Down Syndrome, putting together a bookcase using power tools.  I’ll wait while that notion sinks in.  
How old were you when your parents first let you play with power tools?  Older than nine, I’d wager.  And you were probably 
one of the smartest kids in Ms. Evans’ 4th grade class, not a Class IV trog-zar with an IQ of 54 (Except for you, Utsav.  You my 
nigga).  So, how can we explain this horrifying picture?

As a side note, if you scroll down, there’s a section on “Notable Individuals”.  Don’t 
get your hopes up to see a lot of carpenters there.  It’s mostly retard actors, playing 
retarded characters.  Seriously?  I know we’re not supposed to dog them too hard, but 
c’mon.  “Way to go, Jimmy.  You really nailed that scene where you burned your hand 
on the stovetop.” And if Corky’s  too busy chasing rabbits to learn how to read his 
lines, he sure as hell won’t be reading The Koala, so don’t be too appalled.

INSTITUTIONALIZED RACISM

This photo was actually taken at POTS or Roger’s place or whatever the 
fuck they’re calling it now...the late night place in Revelle where all the 

fatties/AZNs congregate. 

Yeah, we don’t have enough black people at UCSD.  Don’t believe me? 
The lemmings at POTS can’t even GIVE away the “mega” condoms but 

the snug fits are flying off the shelves!  Wait, as African Americans 
you must find that offens...nevermind.  Right, the big dicked-good-at-

basketball-can-dance-real-good stereotype isn’t a stereotype, it’s the 
truth!  I forgot.  

The only other explanation is that the MEGA condoms are only there so 
you can pretend to reach for them, while slyly bagging the Snuggies

Attempted murder.  The parents are sick 
of raising a child that not only racks up 
huge medical bills and is a pain in the ass 
to deal with, but that also is a reproductive 
dead end.  What does an average parent 
do in this situation?  For most, probably 
a lively game of fetch the ball out in 
I-5.  But let’s say that the experience of 
raising a tard hasn’t completely sapped 
your empathy with the entire human race 
and you realize that you’re likely to ruin 
the better part of a few hours for some 
oblivious Oriental woman in a 15-year-old 
Mercedes E300 Diesel.  Plan B?  Accidents 
with power tools happen fast.  Let little 
Timmah play with an electric drill.  It won’t 
be long until he wonders what that spinny, 
shiny thing will feel like twirling around in 
his nasal cavity.  It’s a win-win situation; 
you either save the money you would have 
spent on that liver transplant for the little 
mongoloid or you’ve got a fully-assembled 

cherry wood dresser. 

Drunken entertainment.  You come home 
from your dreary job, to your dreary wife 
and your extra-dreary retard offspring.  
Hey, but we’ll have some fun tonight.  I 
brought home some IKEA furniture and a 
four-pack of strawberry wine coolers.  Hand 
the retarded kid a fully charged battery 
pack for the cordless and let the laughs 
start rolling.  Frustrated retard sweat 
blood and tears will wipe off the maple 
with a little Windex, but the memories will 
last a lifetime.  By God, there’s no better 
way to pass a Thursday night than giving 
your usual source of entertainment and 
mongrel retard a fully charged powertool 
and some Swedish furnishings. If he ever 
finishes, mix up some margaritas and sit 
down for the best game of Trivial Pursuit 

you’ll ever play. 

Product Placement.  See, the cavemen 
eventually got wise to Geico and walked 
off.  That’s when you bring in the retard 
strikebreakers.  IKEA furniture - So 
easy to assemble, a retarded kid can do 
it.  Brilliant! When they’re all done and 
toiled out, reward the simpletons with a 
Swedish meatball covered in linden berry 
sauce. Wiki finally got wise to the fact 
that asking for internet donations was an 
even worse idea than letting a mentally 
handicapped child assemble a boudoir, 
so they’ve sold their credibility with the 
wiki-dependent reliant college crowd for 
some much needed revenue.  Make sure 
Benjamin Franklin invented the Swiffer 
Wet Jet before you turn that next one in.

Bored on Fridays?  Want to make 
really bad poop and pee-pee jokes 

with a bunch of assholes?

Come to a Koala Meeting.  Fridays 
at 4:20 in the Old Student Center.  

Listen for the DVC’s infernal 
oontze oontze.  you can’t miss it.

Explanation #2  Explanation #3Explanation #1



Tardian Party
If you’re an avid reader of the Koala, you 
probably have the beginnings of profound 
brain damage. You also probably know how 
we celebrate the advent of Friday afternoon: 
with militant drinking and enough marijuana 
to undermine the greater South American 
agricultural industry. That being said, new 
levels of ruinous alcoholism were reached 
that fateful Friday with the innovation of 
“Breakfast Franzia” (+1 star for a part of me 
dying; the weak part). As the day progressed 
and increasingly little of what came out of my 
mouth was recognizable English, the location 
of the Koala’s vomit parade came up. (-1 star 
for epic win being juxtaposed with epic fail). A 
certain Jewey Associate Editor failed to tell a 
certain lazy Armenian Editor-in-Chief that the 
“party” he was at was actually just a group of 
Guardian girls listening to music and drinking 
by themselves. Naturally, we rolled 20 deep to 
this house and proceeded to make the owners 
of said house shit three bricks. After some 
necessary politicking, the ratio evened up and 
we made the hajj to Blackoutistan. Between 
sucking down booze I didn’t ever have any claim 
to (+1 star for efficient utilization of foreign 
assets) and laughing at some poor redhead’s 
monumentally bad lack of judgment in looking 
to the Koala editor as a source of empathy and 
support, I was putting the moves on one of our 
esteem-able campus paper’s staff members. 
By that, I mean I slurred out something about 
casual sex and that was enough to get her to 
drive me back to campus and give me a blowjob 
in the back of her car. Unfortunately, in my haze 
of alcohol and hate speech, I forgot to steal 
some condoms from the local Korean-owned 
gas station. Not wanting unleash the threat 
of my offspring onto humanity just yet, I did 
probably the most egalitarian thing any Koala 
has done and decided to hold off on my flesh-
based shock and awe campaign. Instead, I gave 
her a couple screaming orgasms before going 
home to snort some cocaine and play Oregon 
Trail (+1 star for UCSD’s holistic education).

Rabbi-Tar
The party chatter was a buzz with talk of AEP’s 
“Ravatar” shindig, so I decided to check out 
what all the kids seem to be getting down to 
these days. Big shout out to our UCSD Bass 
Music homies, especially D-Gross, for dropping 
my name on the VIP list (+1 star for D-Gross).  
As soon as I stepped in the house, I could 
tell this party was going to be a bit different 
than the typical affair, as I started to chat with 
2 girls painted blue from head to toe.  One 
of them even had dreadlocks (+1/2 stars for 
awesomely erotic James Cameron fantasy 
bitches)!  I meet up with the sexy girls I came 
with and pop some pills do try to get in to 
the rave mood.  That is, until the DJ decides 
to switch to dubstep... I FUCKING HATE 
DUBSTEP!  Not even a copious amount of 
MDMA can make me enjoy something that 
sounds like Charlie Brown’s teacher (-1/2 
stars for Womp Womp WOOOOOMPPP 
WOMPWOMPWOMPWOMP).  To all you 
asshole DJ types out there, just because you 
have a Macbook, Ableton, and some piece of 
shit delay machine does not give you the right 
to single handedly ruin an entire party with you 
abysmal taste in music; you sir, are a talentless 
hack.  Regardless, the X prevents me from losing 
my shit, even after hearing the some butchered 
dubstep “A Milli” remix for the third time (-1/2 
stars for killing that song if it wasn’t already 
dead 2 years ago).  My vision begins to blur as 
the balls start really rolling, but I still manage 
to catch the glimpse of a glaring MQ cunts in 
the back yard.  The really uppity one (ironically, 
the only person with the inkling of a nutsack in 
the MQ is a Jewess) catches  me with fondling 
her Guardian editor and is visibly shaken.  
When I calmly explain our coital relationship, 
the Jewess flinches so hard I could hear the 
sound of her bloody tampon being expelled 
from her repugnant pudding hole (+1/2 stars 
for funny sound).  I go back inside to rejoin 
the ladies and the open bar.  This is the first 
party I’ve been to that ran out of bottled water 
before running out of booze. (-1/2 stars).  Party 
reaches maximum capacity, there are plenty of 
wasted bitches everywhere and the cops don’t 
show despite the unbearable annoying music 
(+1 star for 4 A.M. rager!).  I’ve got to hand it 
to Da Joos, the shit went down in style.  Maybe 
just don’t have your Yiddish uncle hire the 
jockey next time. 3 bongs = 1/2 Menorah bong.

Koala Meeting/TKE/
Floatopia 48 Hour 

Blackout
My day starting like most, drinking at 1pm.  
It was Friday, and I had given up on being 
productive.  I mean hell, I had only been awake 
for 20 minutes, how much could I accomplish?  
By the time 4:20 rolled around, I was so wasted 
I had stopped peeing completely before I put 
my dick back in my pants.  You know what I’m 
fucking talking about.  So there I am with my 
mildly piss-stained pants when we hear about 
this TKE party.  We haven’t really been to many 
TKE parties, probably because we’re assholes, 
but we rolled up with a bunch of 40’s and 
4locos...to be honest I don’t remember any of 
what happened.  I also remember arguing with 
someone about the Koala.  Let me go ahead 
and cut anyone who wants to argue with me 
about the Koala while I’m trying to get wasted 
off at the fucking pass: I don’t give a shit, unless 
you happen to have concave and warm genitalia.

At some point we end up back at my house and 
I pop 5 norcos.  As night turns into morning, 
I remember it’s Saturday which means it’s 
Floatopia day.  Imagine if you could take 3000 
bros, 1500 bro-hoes but instead of having 
raised trucks and METAL MULISHA stickers 
you’ve got boats that Gilligan wouldn’t even sail 
in.  Apparently, before the day had ended, I had 
given an interview to the La Jolla Village Voice...
An interview that consisted of me furiously 
hitting on the reporter while I downed the 
beer she bought me.  The night ended in a 
cocaine haze of inordinate quantities.  Needless 
to say I slept like a fucking baby.  I don’t actually 
remember much of this, so lets go ahead and 
give it 2 stars for at least not being a figment of 

my imagination...I think.

Hey man, invite us to your party 
otherwise everyone will think your 
student organization is just full of 

mouthbreathers. editor@thekoala.org

1 footer: Rip the bong before you realize your friends loaded it with their pubes.

2 footer: Get so high you forgot Domino’s closes at 12 now.

3 footer: You take a fat bong rip from an illadelph, but you were sold oregano.

4 footer: Take a rip and manage to pull a Gandolf the Grey and blow a pirate ship.

5 footer: One rip turns into 50 as Willy Nelson, Little Wayne and Snoop Dog sud-
denly appear in your home with bitches, blunts and a farm.  

Party Reviews



USD Coke Rager
Rule number one of being Nick Cage broke is 
knowing some over-privileged trust-funders 
that you can mooch off of.  With the slut jackets 
on, we red cup’d a cab down to some art 
gallery to meet a friend’s sister, who happens 
to go to the great bastion of hot, slutty catholic 
chicks, USD.  Way square envrionment, but the 
vino was on the house and one of the sister’s 
friends kept staring at my crotch (+1 for my 
crotch being involved).  The shitty part about 
rolling with your man-whore wing man’s sister 
is thaty she’s not gonna let you near her hen 
posse (-1 for sibling fail).   The squares that run 
the joint start getting stingy on the cabernet 
refills and I was startting to get the spins so 
the wing man drags me down the to some 
restaurant with a cajun band going off (+1 for 
getting drunk for free).  I blacked out for about 
an hour or so but things pick up when our 
driver got in an arguement with a door man 
when he rolled in from the exit ramp.  On the 
23rd floor, we crash in on some dude’s trying 
to jack some truthfully awful artwork from the 
front room of some commodities brokers’ flat.  
We pretend not to see anything odd and charge 
the balcony  to find three dudes talking about 
the Padres or some lame shit and a bunch of 
gaslamp bar sluts racking up fat rails.  (+2 free 
nose candy,  giant fake titty, raging out in a phat 
crib, supercalifragalisticexpedalidocious party 
win).  At some point I black out again but I came 
to in a hot tub, four blocks down and three sets 
of tits out to dance.  A rent-a-cop tried to roll 
us but we gave him bumps and he left us alone.  
(+1 not getting arrested win!).  Dollars spent= 
zero biatches!!!  I give my catholic neighbors 1 
FULL menora-bong for knowing how to rage 

and for worshiping a jew. 

DSP Toga
What’s a depraved suburban house party 
without a bunch of dope-feinding asshole 
wannabe reporters?  Goddamn right.  A 
mothafucking shitty one.  Wrapped in three 
square yards of acupulco fabric, I crashed the 
PSD toga joint with my fellow Koala heads.  No 
popos rolled up and the booze kept flowing.  
Live tunes and plenty of sluts dug my getup.  I 
don’t remember much past feeding some black 
dude glasses of water while he was puking on 
a bougainvillea shrub.  Someone was supposed 
to get some blow but I don’t think it came 
through.  But it might have.  Rock-n-roll. 3.5 

Stars.

Camelbak Light-
show 1-woman-

party NOTE for DSP 
Toga

Major props to A.S. Safe Ride here. Driver 
asked everyone if barf bags were necessary, 
everyone on board was still fuckin tipsy, and to 
my delightful surprise, everyone on board had 
dropped acid before. I wonder how the driver 

felt about hearing us discuss our trips…

Holla at your gurl! If you want to meet the 
sexy, awesome camelbak lightshow babe, go to 
Friday meetings at 4:20.  2 bongs for the ride 

home!

Moondoggie’s 
Shorty

Before I was recruited by the Koala and 
knew anybody cool, I had to solo-flight it to 
the bar on occasion.  On a random Monday 
night, I charged Moondoggie’s on a hail-mary 
slut sweep.  I ran into some fake IDer that was 
shitfaced with excessive eye makeup.  She was 
pissed off that her roommate was getting laid 
when she wasn’t.  We broke a bunch of shit at 
her apartment when we were fucking.  In the 
morning, I puked in her hamper and jacked her 
weed when I left.  Moral of the story:  If all you 

need is pussy, hit up Moondoggies. 3 Stars.

SAM Hi-Lighter 
Party

SAM’s party started off with me donning 
my neon rave gear, ready to have a night of 
blackout rage. My homies and I head straight 
for the drank, popped some benzos, downed 
them with a couple shots, and hazy, crazy shit 
sure went down. The DJ was dropping decent 
electro beats (+1.5 for simulation rave) & the 
chicks weren’t too fugly or fat. Sooner or later, 
blackout me in my lace bra yelled for bitches to 
show tits or GTFO, but they ain’t nothing but 
teasing tricks. After more (and multiple) trips 
to the bar (props for the shot hookups +2), 
I enter belligerent rage mode and call niggas 
out for pussing out on shots. The group starts 
splintering off to get fucked hard by glowing 
sluts and manhoes…A bro later told me 
that I was stealing shots and shit…that’s how 
we K girls do, I guess. Blackout win! Seshed 
enough in the house sesh room to prevent 
shitty hangovers, called my homie up to fuck 
on xannies back at campus, and the next day, I 
receive my baby blue Camelbak inthe mail…for 

you know, water.

1 footer: Rip the bong before you realize your friends loaded it with their pubes.

2 footer: Get so high you forgot Domino’s closes at 12 now.

3 footer: You take a fat bong rip from an illadelph, but you were sold oregano.

4 footer: Take a rip and manage to pull a Gandolf the Grey and blow a pirate ship.

5 footer: One rip turns into 50 as Willy Nelson, Little Wayne and Snoop Dog sud-
denly appear in your home with bitches, blunts and a farm.  

Party Reviews 
Cont’d



Koala,

You guys are awesome, fuck all the haters.  The 
BSU has blown all this shit out of proportion in 
order to get their demands and agenda met.  

Yours,
Grant W.

I guess none of the vets at UCSD take their oaths 
seriously.  Uphold the Constitution.  Support 
American freedoms.  Where are you fighting 
heroes?

What the fuck?
Seriously is everyone going to be bitching about 
racial inequality every god damn day on this 
campus.  I have a personal philosophy: YOUR SHIT 
STINKS TOO!  

Now that we’ve established that.  Go get ripped 
off by the university, watch your girlfriend on porn 
get three way’d by the BSU in interracial scene 
and finally...blow your load to it while sobbing 
uncontrollably like the rest of the limp dick 
fucking pussies that the rest of our generation has 
become!

signed,
El Cajon for life.

dang, your shit is fucking hilarious. read it twice.

Niggaz on the block got ya down?
While I personally think most of the past few 
weeks events are more hilarious than racist I feel 
compelled to point several inaccuracies currently 
being perpetuated by THE KOALA.
The idea that we live in a post racist world is 
horseshit.  If you truly believe this you are a 
sheltered child highlighting your own ignorance.  
Venture outside Orange Co. or whatever white 
community you hail from.
We can sit here all day and argue the myriad 
socioeconomic issues plaguing the black 
community today, anno domini 2010, however, the 
real truth is that enormous poverty and suffering 
does exist in minority communities.
I love goofing on niggAZ but I do not actually 
believe that blacks are intrinsically lazy, violent, 
ungrateful et cetera.  Anyone who makes this 
argument needs to open their eyes.  
Otherwise keep up the good work.  I’ll never stop 
reading the Koala in spite of this distasteful shit.

CASH RULES EVERYTHING AROUND ME

To everybody trying to stop The Koala:

Its good to know fascism is alive and well. I mean 
seriously who still tries to censor publications? 
Retarded people, thats who. Its one thing to 

disagree with the paper, but to try to prevent 
people from reading it? Wow you guys make the 
catholic church look tolerant. 
And dont get me started on the noose and the 
hood. They are so cliche they are down right 
fucking corny. They are a fucking mockery of 
racism, and its unbelievable that people are too 
dense to see that. Thats what the Koala is too: a 
mockery of racism. 

You want racism? Look at the BSU.

Dear First Year with a staring problem in my 
MMW class,

No I will not have sex with you.  You make me 
want to like boys again.  If your cunt looks as 
ugly as your face, I feel sorry for any lost soul 
who goes down there.  Besides, I only like natural 
blondes.

Love and kisses,
your local lipstick lesbian

Dear Fucktards who want to cancel the Koala’s 
Funding,

The Koala has represented Excellence in 
Journalism since who knows how fucking long; 
they’ve been too awesome to keep track of shit 
like that.  The Koala is here to provide relief to the 
shit-heap that life brings with it.  You say that the 
Koala is racist?  What IS racist is going back 100 
years and not being able to discuss these topics.  
Is that what you all want?  Let’s all just just take a 
field trip to Home Depot and by pitchforks, wood 
for crosses, and kerosene and act like children.  
This shit is not that fucking serious.  Its a JOKE!  
Calm down, mix some grape kool-aid and gin, light 
up some tree, get that elevation, and chill.

I’m starting a fucking petition with 2 demands:
1) Increase the Koala’s funding
2) Suck my dick

God damn the media. That is the real problem 
here in America.   You can say anything and as long 
as it sounds sensational and sells papers it will be 
picked up.  These BSU students know this and they 
take advantage of it by coming up with ridiculous 
talking points like fucking republican zombies.  
They spout off about stupid shit like REAL PAIN 
REAL ACTION  REAL PAIN LOLOLOL!!!  Might 
as well be saying Drill baby drill or where’s the 
beef?  Where the fuck are the dogs biting your ass 
or water canons blasting you to the pavement??? 

Ungrateful Niggers?  How bout you just go study 
and get A’s and make a real difference in the 
community.  Leave these parties to the partiers 
and keep your over analyzed racism to yourself 
and your sheltered professors.

 Damn, you guys are the most ignorant and 
arogant sons of bitches who have nothing better 
else to do than to put explicit racist comments. 
You people are just scared that black people are 
coming up and besides you guys are probably 
nothing but white kids who takes their daddy’s 
money. Grow up. Come on people.

Nerdy white male seeking Asian BBW.
That means you ugly Asian fatties.
I will shovel pounds of Panda into your mouth, 
gently.
Must be open to a/v penetration with food.
Turkey legs likely involved, maybe start off with 
chicken.
I have only done this once before.

To all you chink motherfuckers that use the 
Marshall Upper laundry room as an arts and 
crafts center...stop fucking doing it. I might as well 
be playing twister as i try to navigate your shitty 
posters and 6ft long foam triangles that make no 
sense. And then you sit there and act like I am in 
the way as i try to move my clothes to the dryer? 
Fuck you. Next time i wouldn’t be surprised if 
my sopping wet clothes slipped out of my hands 
and dropped all over you and your origami...or 
whatever the fuck you’re making.

Hay Koala I just want to say i don’t even go to 
ucsd, but I still read the articles that you guys post. 
Never have i seen anyone publish pretty much 
all the things i’ve ever wanted to say. keep up the 
great work.

P.S. I hope all the niggers burn in the black tar they 
rose from.

Did you know that you have to be a lab rat in 
order to take any psychology classes at UCSD, and 
if you refuse to be experimented on you will NOT 
get any credits for the class that you took, even if 
you have an A+? Now you do.

Fuck you, UCSD (United Cock Sucking 
Douchebags), fuck you very much.

Koala Personals
We didn’t write these personals, you wrote them after 

blowing a bongload of smoke into your girlfriend’s 
vagina.

Submit your personals online:

http://thekoala.org/personals.html

Also, look for our personals bags at The 
Grove, The Pub, POTS/Roger’s Place, 
Earl’s Place and of course, at the Koala 

Office

To the girl who glared at me before class 
started. 

I don’t know why you did it, though I surmise it 
was because I was reading the Koala. 
I’m guessing this because you walked out half-
way through class to join a ridiculous “walk-
out” protesting a ridiculous point.
Get off your fucking high horse. Your parents 
aren’t paying UCSD for you to wear out those 
cheap heels marching for things your too 
brainless to understand. 
Activism may be the new “thing to do” but 
believe me, your not fooling anyone. 

Sit the fuck down and focus on pulling a C-.

Best “Fuck You” Personal

Of  The Month

32 is not enough.  I am bent over my chair 
awaiting more deep penetrating demands.  My ass 
is not yet full.
- Yours Always,
Chancellor Fox

Best “Fuck Me” Personal

Of  The Month



You could be looking at a piece of 
your artwork here, but instead you’re 

jerking off to Avatar porn. 
Have you been told you’re terrifyingly good at drawing genitals, human or otherwise?  Do you need an excuse 
to get high and draw pictures of Koalas doing innapropriate things to UCSD administrators?  With 8000 issues 
handed out to students and 45 thousand downloads a month, your artwork can be featured in the most read 
newspaper at UCSD.  

What the fuck are you waiting for?  Come to a meeting Fridays at 4:20pm in the Media Lounge, located above 
AS Soft Reserves in the Old Student Center.  Bring some shit to draw with.   

But Guys, I can’t Draw For Shit!
It’s cool, here’s a bunch of Top 5 list topics.  Bring your entries to the meeting or we’ll cut you.

Top 5 SunGod Pornos
Top 5 Things Tiger Woods Didn’t Fuck

Top 5 Less Publicized Natural Disasters

Top 5 Reason AS Gave The Koala More Money For Art
Top 5 Signs You’re Getting An Ulcer

Top 5 Reasons The Pope Covered Up The Abuse Cases


